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Speaking of this, Charlie said earnestly: “Anything, as long as it has something to do with the war,
you must prepare an emergency plan.

This set is no longer good, and you should change to another set immediately. Only in this way can the
chance of survival be improved.

In my heart, most of your subordinates do not have any literacy level, and you have not studied the
military systematically, so your team itself has a lot of shortcomings from the theoretical basis.

If you don’t force yourself to think more and study more, It’s difficult to survive the continuous war.

Hunter (Hamid) also realized the importance of Charlie’s words and immediately said: “My brother
reminded me!

I must strengthen my understanding of this aspect in the future and strive to hurry up. Improve
yourself!

After finishing speaking, I was busy again: “I will start to work on photovoltaic power generation as
soon as possible.

100 million US dollars is a huge sum of money. Many problems can be solved easily.

In the future, I will try my best to upgrade all aspects. transformation, must live up to the expectations
brother!

Charlie Hunter (Hamid) see attitude, but also a little relieved that he can now do not expect Hunter
(Hamid) Monkey worship phase,

able to survive had been regarded as the beginning of a success.

then Charlie remembered something, and then asked him: “By the way, the people under your hand
have never read any books.

If you really want them to operate infrastructure equipment to build fortifications,

can these people do it?

Hunter (Hamid) didn’t even think about it. Said: “It’s definitely not possible to rely on the people
under my hands.

I am angry when I mention this. Before I asked them to dig a cellar, digging ten crypts can collapse
eight, expecting them to build permanent fortifications, according to my opinion. Absolutely
impossible. As



he said, he smiled and said:’

But

I happened to know a friend who worked in the construction industry in Iraq. He has a lot of
construction workers under his hand.

In Iraq, he has long been used to war-torn days. As long as the reward is enough, they won’

t even go to the moon to dig a hole. If I refuse, I will contact him in a while and ask him to send
someone over as soon as possible!

Charlie said: “It’s good to have this relationship.

In fact, the kind of permanent fortifications I said don’t need too high cost, nor does it need.

Too high technical content, you can find a way to find an old Chinese movie “Shangganling” to learn,
for your

current situation, this movie is definitely the best teaching material! Because you are now facing a
highland war, and There is little difference in weapons and equipment.

As long as you can make good use of the high ground, make good use of the tunnels, and the strategic
advantages of the reverse slope to build fortifications, even if the enemy’s

artillery is extremely powerful, it will be difficult to defeat you!

Hunter (Hamid) did not hesitate Said: “Okay! I will find a way to download it over the satellite
network and take a good look.
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Charlie exhorted: “You must take this movie seriously with respect and learning!

Hunter (Hamid) blurted out, “Don’t worry, my brother! I must study with a

humility ! Charlie said, “That’s right, When the construction workers you are looking for arrive and
start construction, you must choose some clever and clever civil soldiers from your team to help and
learn, so that while you can speed up the progress of the project, you can also help Your subordinates
learn and learn construction experience, maybe after a period of time, you will be able to pull out an
engineer company under your hand!

“Okay!”

Hunter (Hamid) said immediately: “I

must find a way to form an engineer company!



Charlie again He said: “This matter must be as soon as possible, otherwise you may not wait for the
fortifications to be completed,

and your entire army will be dealt with in one fell swoop. “

Hunter (Hamid) busy:” I started to do it today, the fortifications before that, let me low-key.

“Okay.

Charlie said with satisfaction: “

US$400,000 for grain, US$1 million for canned food with a shelf life of more than two years, and
another US$1 million

for medicines and consumables, and US$3 million for photovoltaic power generation. , 20 million U.S.
dollars to hoard

guns and ammunition, and another 40 million U.S. dollars to build permanent fortifications. The
remaining money can be used as a reserve and used flexibly. Basically, it can increase your overall
strength by more than one level. Get it right!

After Hunter (Hamid)

thanked Charlie so much for his kindness , he hung up the phone and immediately began

to study the specific plan of infrastructure construction, and at the same time coordinated various
resources to prepare for the start.

At this moment, Isaac Cameron and Xion next to Charlie , They all looked at Charlie with shock.

Xion couldn’t understand why Charlie suddenly instructed others how to fight war on the phone.

After all, this was a peaceful age. War was too far away from ordinary people, and she didn’t know
Charlie went to Syria.

As for Isaac Cameron, he was shocked and speechless.

He was puzzled and couldn’t help but wonder: “I really don’t understand why the young master
should

help that Hunter (Hamid)? Does the young master still want to develop in the Middle East in the
future?!
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